BLACK WARRIOR RIVERKEEPER®

September 26, 2002

BLACK WARRIOR RIVERKEEPER® held its first annual Fall fundraiser at Zydeco’s on September 25, 2002. A number of citizens from all over the greater Birmingham area turned out for the event. The Black Warrior Riverkeeper is dedicated to protecting OUR Black Warrior watershed without compromise. For more information about this organization call David Whiteside (205) 967-0801.

Black Warrior Riverkeeper’s, David Whiteside and Roger Conville were the event’s masters of ceremony. A spectacular night of music was provided by Fat Finger, Smokeshack, and Avery Ellis Exhibit(s). Danielle Watson and Kyle Baumgartner of Southside coordinated the event. The volunteer efforts of Jennifer Taylor (Anniston), David Tidwell (Mt. Olive), and Jeremy Bradley (Southside), ensured that the event went flawlessly. Special thanks to Steven Knight and Mike Carpri of Zydeco’s.
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